Augmenting Voting Interfaces to Improve Accessibility and Performance

Abstract
Reading disabled (RD) voters represent approximately 1 in 7 voters. Current electronic voting technologies exhibit substantially different error rates between RD voters and non-RD voters. These error rates are not consistent. For example, full-faced voting systems are better suited for RD individuals, while page-by-page systems are better for non-RD voters. We seek to analyze the differences in the voter’s performance in order to build interfaces that reduce mistakes and errors for both RD and non-RD voters.
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Introduction
After registration, problems with usability were the primary reason why votes were lost in the US 2000 presidential election [1]. With between 1.5 and 2 million votes lost the goal of improving voting user interfaces has become a major effort. Systems that prevent people from voting for too many candidates have been shown to reduce errors for less-educated voters [6]. Approximately one out of every seven to
twelve voters in the United States is reading-disabled (RD) [4,5]. We further hope to understand new approaches to voting technology that can not only help people with reading disabilities, but also help non-reading-disabled voters to vote more effectively.

RELATED WORK

Reading disabilities and voting

Our lab has conducted research into both existing voting technologies as well as new technologies. We conducted a study (manuscript in preparation) comparing the performance of reading disabled and non-reading disabled voters. Each voter voted on a full-faced machine and a page-by-page machine. The aggregate results of ballot errors were compared. RD voters with a previously diagnosed reading disability performed significantly better with the full-faced system, while non-diagnosed RD voters performed better on the page-by-page system. The lack of diagnosis of a reading disability is often related to a lower socioeconomic status. The result of picking a voting interface that has a significantly higher error rate for undiagnosed RD subjects is that a socioeconomic class of voters is selectively, even if unintentionally, disenfranchised.

New Voting Interfaces

One of voting systems our group designed is the Low Error Voting Interface (LEVI). LEVI combines several elements from both systems. It guides users through the voting process via both navigation buttons and tabs that indicate the voter’s position in the ballot.

CURRENT GOALS

We are conducting research that integrates the data and observations from experiments such as the one we conducted with the RD population. Commercial development of voting systems has not been done in a voter-centric manner, and as a result the existing interfaces can be difficult to navigate for all voters. The user interface community has a great deal to contribute to the development of voting interfaces that address...
usability problems for both average voters and voters with specific difficulties. We want to effectively create new interfaces that take advantage of the expertise of usability professionals as well as the empirical data we uncover.

We are experimenting with the LEVI interface, and comparing results to other systems. In addition, we are experimenting with both audio and printed voter verified feedback systems.

In addition, the observations from the study of reading disabled voters indicates that we might be successful creating a different type of hybrid voting system that contains many of the features of LEVI, but also contains the physical orientation effects of the full-faced ballot. Such a design would be like having a window onto the current race, but still allow the voter to see where they are in the process. This type of interface would likely have the benefits of a full faced interface, but also guide users through so that they more accurately completely more of the ballot. In the highly prevalent instance of non-diagnosed RD voters, such an interface would prevent them from being selectively disenfranchised, while giving the other voters an equally helpful interface.

QUESTIONS
1. What aspects of each voting technology (full-faced/page-by-page) can be used to create a hybrid that has the advantages of both from a performance perspective?
2. Can we develop a consistent protocol to enable universal testing of new voting user interfaces?
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